
Small Social Media Companies are 
red hot right now as Yahoo buys Tumblr

for $1,100,000,000 (1.1 Billion)
$1.1 Billion Price as Web Giants Circle Fast-Growing Startups
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Yappn Corp (YPPN)

Target Price: $4.60

Just 1% of Facebook's success = $4.60 a share for YPPN

Visit the company web site at: www.Yappn.com



Greetings Fellow Investors,

The Dow and The S & P have recently hit all time highs. Have you

participated in this historic rally? Many analysts are predicting

small cap stocks could have a run and play catch up. The animal

spirits are in the air and investors are looking for something to sink

their teeth into.

The experienced public company leader David Lucatch has just

launched his latest company. When his company Intertainment

Media (INT.V) launched Ortsbo Beta, the stock went from pennies

to $3.35 on extreme volume of 200 million shares. Well, YPPN is

his very next one. And guess what ... They are about to launch

Yappn Beta. You could have potentially made yourself 21 times

your money on his last one. Are you going to miss this one?

Here is a chart of Intertainment Media after Ortsbo went Beta.

Investors who bought this stock early, made a fortune.

Click here to read about the tremendous gains made by the CEO's previous endeavor.

Just a mere 1% of Facebook’s success would put YPPN at $4.60 a share. When you go to Yappn.com you will see why 

that could be easy to achieve. YPPN doesn’t need people to leave Facebook or Twitter to be a success. It is meant to 

enhance your experience of Facebook and Twitter by incorporating your Facebook and Twitter feeds into Yappn, you 

only have to go to one place.

http://www.cantechletter.com/2011/10/interview-david-lucatch-ceo-of-intertainment-media/


 

That is why ...

We strongly recommend 
Stock Symbol:

YPPN
Yappn Corp

Current Stock Quote

Yappn Corp (YPPN)

0.75 +0.20 (+36.36%)

5/24/2013, 3:59pm EST

Get a Quote on OTCMarkets.com >

Get a Quote on Yahoo Finance >

 

ABOUT YPPN

Set to launch in Summer 2013, Yappn (www.yappn.com) is a place

where people can meet, chat, engage and consume content,

individually, in groups and by topic, regardless of the language

they speak. By removing the language barrier, the entire world

opens up to an entirely new paradigm of communication.

YPPN NEWS

Read more about Yappn Corp (YPPN):

YPPN News on OTC Markets

 

CHAT ABOUT YPPN

Yappn.com

http://www.otcmarkets.com/stock/yppn/quote
http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=yppn&ql=1
http://www.otcmarkets.com/stock/YPPN/news
http://www.yappn.com/
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REASONS TO BUY THIS STOCK

If YPPN achieves just a mere 1% of Facebook’s success the stock will be trading at

$4.60 a share. A big move for just 1% of the attention.

The founders last company, Intertainment Media, Inc. (INT.V) went from pennies to

$3.35 a share on huge volume while Ortsbo was Beta. YPPN is about to go Beta.

YPPN is the evolution of Ortsbo. It is the final vision of using Ortsbo to its fullest

potential of community and e-commerce.

Ortsbo's growth was staggering and it caught the attention of Google, Microsoft, and

Yahoo. YPPN is next.

Yappn is not trying to replace facebook or twitter. You can fully incorporate your

facebook and twitter feeds into your Yappn profile. Making it so you only need one

destination.

The management at YPPN is Wall Street tested. David Lucatch has experienced many

successes and has overcome many road blocks while running the publicly traded

Intertainment Media, Inc. (INT.V). That experience should not be overlooked as his

last public companies stock went from pennies to $3.35 a share. That is a train we

would like to ride.

 

CALL TO ACTION

You snooze, you lose. Go take a look at Yappn.com.

Pull up a quote of stock symbol YPPN and put it on your watch list now. As you can see from past stocks, timing is everything.

Yappn Corp. is a Global Social Media company. It has features Facebook and Twitter don’t have. Think about how much press

coverage Facebook and Twitter receive. Yappn is exactly the type of company the media loves. Don’t wait for the mass media

to catch on. Be bold, be first, take action.

 

 

Important Disclaimer and Disclosure: YPPNReport.com is a newsletter service of Catalina Advertising Corporation (CAC).

(CAC) is not a registered financial advisory. The information presented here is not an offer to buy or sell securities, it is solely

meant to be an advertisement for Yappn Corp. CAC does not guarantee as to the accuracy of the information in this

newsletter, it was taking entirely from public sources. Penny Stocks are considered to be highly speculative and may be

unsuitable for all but very aggressive investors. CAC plans on spending a production budget of up to $2, 150, 000 on postage,

printing, publishing, and marketing for the benefit of advertising Yappn Corp. through direct mail and on the internet. The

officers and directors of CAC are currently holding six million three hundred thirty five thouand shares of YPPN common stock

and reserve the right to buy more or sell these shares without prior notice. Investors should also be aware that this will affect

the stock price. This report does not provide any analysis of the company’s financial position. The featured company’s financial

https://twitter.com/yappnCorp
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Yappn/140807399411518
http://investorshub.advfn.com/Yappn-Corp-YPPN-26359/


position and all other information regarding the featured company should be verified directly with the company. The target price

was based on an assumption of one percent of facebook’s market cap success, please always consult a registered financial

advisor before making any stock purchase decisions.
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